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Equities: European equities are rallying on Friday, continuing on from
yesterday's positive close. The main regions are up by around 1.2% at the time
of writing, with the EuroStoxx50 now more comfortably off its lows from two
weeks ago.
Markets saw a dizzying day on Thursday, when we got  near-uniform plunge in
prices following the stronger US inflation print. This was then followed quickly
by a rally with every sector posting positive results. Within the S&P 500, energy
and financials led the way, gaining over 4% each.
The broad S&P 500 itself wiped out a 2.4% loss, marking the first time since
July that it reversed a decline of 2%, and ended up closing a whopping 2.6%
higher last night. What is behind the turnaround is debatable. Some are
pointing to technical support on the charts, or to options hedgers who need
to unwind short positions after investors booked profits from put options
during the earlier sell-off.

Commodities: Gold futures dropped by 1.75% at the deepest point of their pullback
yesterday, before rebounding and finishing the session flat. The precious metal
initially sold off amid fears of further interest rate hikes after the hotter-than-
expected US CPI figure on Thursday afternoon. It then rallied sharply, tracking a
broader risk-on move that weakened the US dollar. Higher real yields and a strong
dollar have weighed on gold this year, while the ongoing war and higher inflation
have limited losses for the metal. Gold is up 6.2% YTD in Euro terms, and down 8.7%
against the Dollar.

Looking ahead: After lunch today US Retail Sales figures for September will come
due, these are expected to grow by 0.2% m/m and contract by 0.1% on a core basis.
Then at 3pm we will see US Consumer Sentiment readings, forecast to cool off
slightly after gaining ground for three consecutive months. Sentiment is still down at
2008 and 2011 levels.
In terms of earnings; later today we are due to hear from UnitedHealth, JP Morgan,
Wells Fargo, Morgan Stanley, and Citigroup. Large corporate releases early next week
will include Bank of America, Bank of New York Mellon, Johnson & Johnson, Netflix,
Lockheed Martin, and State Street. In the back end of next week we will hear from
Tesla, P&G, ASML, Abbot Laboratories, AT&T, Philip Morris, Verizon, American
Express, and Schlumberger.

Currencies: The US dollar is trading flat on the week so far, after moving
lower yesterday while risk assets rallied. The dollar index is still very near its
own two-decade high of 114.75, put in a couple of weeks ago. A significant
move higher from here for the world's reserve currency would pose
challenges for any regions who hold dollar-denominated debt and who
purchase high quantities of commodities in USD.

14/10/2022 - US Retail Sales
17/10/2022 - Chinese GDP
19/10/2022 - UK CPI
19/10/2022 - Canadian CPI

The main focus for global markets yesterday was of course the United
States' inflation readings, which came in ahead of analysts' forecast once
again. The headline CPI result came in at 0.4% m/m for September (vs
0.2% forecasts) and 8.2% y/y for the same month (vs 8.1% expectations). 
What was arguably more alarming though was the set of Core CPI
readings, which strip out the volatile food and energy price changes and
give us an indication of more broad-based inflation in the US economy.
Core CPI was at 0.6% m/m (vs 0.4%) and at a fresh four decade high of
6.6% y/y, exceeding March's 6.5% result.
Markets had already priced in a more hawkish Fed following the central
bank's meeting minutes release earlier this week, with the base case for a
75bp increase in November and another in December to bring rates in
the US to 4.50% - 4.75% by year-end. 
Meanwhile, yesterday the latest figures from the Central Statistics Office
showed that Irish inflation increased by 8.2% y/y last month, down from
August's staggering 8.7% reading. The results showed yet another rise in
food prices, but a slight decrease in fuel prices.
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UK Update 
According to the Financial Times this morning, UK chancellor (finance
minister) Kwasi Kwarteng has left Washington early to address the
nation's economic crisis as PM Liz Truss prepares to abandon the
government's 'mini budget' in a desperate attempt to rebuild market
confidence and her government's reputation.
Kwarteng had been attending IMF meetings in the States this week, and
reportedly made his way to the airport last night to "catch the last flight".
Expectations are mounting on this side of the Atlantic this morning that
the chancellor will announce a U-turn on the £43 billion package of
unfunded tax cuts from the recent budget.
Sterling jumped on the back of this news and UK bond yields fell sharply.
We will likely hear more on this matter later today and over the weekend,
and will keep clients up to date via our Daily Updates and indeed our
larger publications.


